
 
 
 
 
 
 
                
 

 
 

Stimate doamne, Stimați domni, 

  Noua serie a E-newsletter AVANMAT este dedicata materialelor avansate, unul din domeniile 
tehnologice ”cheie” la nivelul Uniunii Europene. 
   
 

1. Materials science on the move 

Mobile phones (or cell phones if you prefer) are, to my mind, fantastic. While the ability to 
call or message friends, family and colleagues is invaluable, it is the other features I find myself 
using most often. From emails, to web access, listening to podcasts, to launching furious cartoon 
birds at green pigs. But why am I praising phones at this particular time? They have little to do with 
any of the articles in this month's edition of Materials Today. The reason being that I am currently 
tapping out this Editorial on my phone as I sit on a rather cramped train, on my way to the Euro-
pean Microscopy Congress in Manchester. While my laptop lies in my case, only centimetres away, 
it's simply too bulky to take out and use under the conditions of the carriage I have found myself in! 

After the recent announcements concerning the Higg's boson and advances in mapping the 
human genome, it's important not to lose sight of achievements made in materials science. While 
ground breaking achievements in materials science may not feature as heavily in the popular press 
as those made in particles physics (for example), the repercussions are often felt much more 
strongly in our day to day lives: such as in the device I hold in my hand, with lithium-ion battery, 
LCD touchscreen, CCD camera touch screen, flash memory; and beyond into medicine, engineering 
and further afield. Just glance through the news pages for a small selection of examples. And of 
course mobile devices have featured heavily in the popular press over the last month or so, as 
courts have played host to lawyers and expert witnesses from and for Apple and Samsung. And this 
brings us to the topic of this month's Feature Comment, as Glenn Prestwich asks whether academics 
be effective expert wit-nesses, and offers some advice on any researchers considering stepping into 
court. 

The rest of this month’s issue looks at how new techniques are affecting the materials 
landscape, in characterization and at the borders of life science. Baptiste Gault and colleagues 
review new developments in the emerging area of “atom probe crystallography”, a tool with the 
capacity to study both composition and structure at the atomic scale. Meanwhile, Wilkinson and 
Britton look at the effect electron back scatter diffraction (EBSD) has had on our understanding of 
how microstructure should be defined and analyzed, and explore the advanced and exciting areas of 
strain mapping and 3D microscopy. Andreas Greiner et al.review recent efforts in the design, 
synthesis, and performance of PDMAEMA nanocomplexes with DNA, as a route to transfer genetic 
material into cells. Finally Martin Scholz and co-workers reveal a nano-coating formulation that 
allows biologically functionalized medical devices be sterilized without compromising the biological 
integrity. 
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2. Making the diamond age a reality  

In the past decade, major advancements in the area of diamond thin film technology have 
been quietly taking shape and building a promising case for the application of diamond thin films in 
hi-tech products. This is a major shift for the field, which peaked in 1990s and then slowed down for 
a long time, due to a number of technological hurdles. The hurdles include large area synthesis, high 
substrate temperatures, high surface roughness, and difficulties achieving efficient n-type doping, 
which ultimately affected commercial interest in this material. However, continued academic interest 
and research in this area kept the field alive. 

In 1998, researchers at Argonne National Laboratory invented a special form of diamond with 
very small grain size (2 – 5 nm), low as-grown roughness (4 – 7 nm), and high sp3 content (98 %) 
with mechanical and tribological properties comparable to that of single crystal diamond. Argonne 
researchers coined the term “ultrananocrystalline diamond” (UNCD) to name this material because 
of the small grain size. Over the years, a number of interesting properties of UNCD were discovered, 
such as semimetallic electrical conductivity (when doped with boron or incorporated with nitrogen), 
the lowest adhesion energy (10 mJ/m2) and friction coefficient (0.007) in self-matted configuration, 
along with a high hardness (98 GPa) and high Young’s modulus (980 GPa), and excellent biocompat-
ibility with resistance to biofouling1,2. These properties enabled the development of a number of ap-
plications ranging from the use of UNCD as a robust electrode for water purification at the mac-
roscale to reusable templates for the production of nanowires at micro/nanoscales3. Also, it could be 
used as a wear resistant coating for mechanical face seals at the macroscale4 and as a wear re-
sistant tip for atomic force microcopy, for better imaging at the nanoscale5. The excellent biocom-
patible properties of UNCD have now opened up an entire new field, exploring UNCD coatings not 
only for biomedical applications such as bio-implants, and bio-inert electrodes, but also for develop-
ing bio-sensors to detect harmful pathogens in water. Some of these applications have already been 
commercialized by Advanced Diamond Technologies Inc., which was founded based on the research 
carried out at Argonne on UNCD. 

Recent research carried out at the Center for Nanoscale Materials, Argonne National Labora-
tory demonstrated a wafer scale process to deposit UNCD thin films at 400 °C and its use in devel-
oping complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) compatible RF-MEMS switch technology1,6. 
In this case, it was observed that UNCD works as an excellent leaky dielectric material, drastically 
reducing the dielectric failure that generally occurs with silicon nitride (used conventionally) due to 
the build-up of charge over time. Additionally, a chemically inert UNCD surface provides low adhe-
sion, reducing stiction related problems and thus increasing the performance lifetime of these 
switches by orders of magnitude. The low temperature UNCD growth process developed at CNM was 
further modified to increase the grain size from 2 – 5 nm to 100 – 200 nm by changing the growth 
chemistry, enhancing the thermal conductivity of UNCD to a reasonable level. The combination of 
moderate grain size with lower deposition temperature allowed direct integration of UNCD with im-
portant semiconductor materials, such as GaN used in high power electronics for efficient thermal 
management7. With the advances in chemical mechanical planarization technology, it is now possible 
to achieve surface roughness of UNCD films down to less than a nanometer level eliminating all 
problems associated with the high roughness of diamond films. The low roughness of UNCD films 
along with the high thermal conductivity, and low trap density for charges makes it a unique sub-
strate material for developing high performance electronic devices8. Recent research carried out by 
the company AKhan Technologies Inc towards achieving n-type doping in nanocrystalline diamond 
(NCD) looks promising.  

Looking back on the progress that has been made in CVD-diamond technology in the last 20 
years, it is clear that the technology is now mature enough and already making its way towards the 
market through some specialized products. One can argue that in terms of commercial success, di-
amond thin films have even surpassed other promising carbon materials such as carbon nanotubes 
and fullerene. It may not be an exaggeration to say that the diamond age is not a distant dream any 
more but a close reality, that is just around the corner. 
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3. Nano-coating protects biofunctional materials -  A nano-coating formulation 
capable of maintaining the functionality of proteins on biological-device combination 
products. 

The demand to develop convergent technology platforms, such as biofunctionalized medical 
devices, is rapidly increasing. However, the loss of biological function of the effector molecules dur-
ing sterilization represents a significant and general problem. Therefore, we have developed and 
characterized a nano-coating (NC) formulation capable of maintaining the functionality of proteins 
on biological-device combination products. As a proof of concept, the NC preserved the structural 
and functional integrity of an otherwise highly fragile antibody immobilized on polyurethane during 
deleterious sterilizing irradiation (≥ 25 kGy). The NC procedure enables straight-forward terminal 
sterilization of bio-functionalized materials while preserving optimal conditioning of the bioactive 
surface 
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4. PDMAEMA based gene delivery materials  

Gene transfection is the transfer of genetic material like DNA into cells. Cationic polymers 
which form nanocomplexes with DNA, so-called non-viral gene vectors, are a highly promising 
platform for efficient gene transfection. Despite intensive research efforts and some of the on-going 
clinical trials on gene transfection, none of the existing cationic polymer systems are generally 
acceptable for human gene therapy. Since the process of gene transfection is complex and puts 
different challenges and demands on the delivery system, there is a strong requirement for the de-
sign and development of a multifunctional system in a simple way. This review will discuss recent 
efforts in design, synthesis, and performance of poly(2-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate) 
(PDMAEMA) nanocomplexes with DNA. 
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